CoRePublisher
COGNOS REPORT PUBLISHER

CoRePublisher is a powerful, yet lightweight, file distribution tool to publish your IBM
Cognos BI reports to other CMS systems. It features dynamic and conditional logic to
transfer reports to other content management systems. Any report metadata, such as
author, prompts and report name can be used to manage the report publication process
in a smart and secure way.
USE CASES.
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Publish to corporate portals
Publish to non Cognos stakeholders
Enable access for mobile users
Archive for legislative compliancy
Use data as source on other systems
Manage smart file distribution
Automate manual processes
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EXTENDED FILE FUNCTIONALITY.

Once published to a target system, the report can be handled as any other file in that system. In
SharePoint for example, this can be the use of default and custom metadata columns, lists and
views or SharePoint’s versioning capabilities.
LIGHTWEIGHT.

The CoRePublisher software has a very small footprint on the IBM Cognos application system.
It does not require the Cognos SDK, it doesn’t connect to the Content Store and it does neither
require configuration changes on the IBM Cognos application tier. Also on the target system
there is very little impact. Publishing to MS SharePoint requires no changes to the SharePoint
application tier; it simply uses the existing SharePoint Web Service interface as it also does for
any other target system.
SMART PUBLICATIONS.

CoRePublisher can use any report metadata to define publication rules and target parameters.
You can use the report author, report name, report folder, burstkey and much more to dynamically
and conditionally publish to your targets. This makes it easy to work with, yet very powerfull.

ABOUT XPLOREPLUS.

The power of BI is the ability to have the right information available efficiently. xplore+ is a
forward thinking software solution company elevating this believe. We develop tools that allow
you to get the most out of your BI investment. We focus on standard and custom solutions,
leveraging BI and enhancing its possibilities.
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